
Little Marco's Folly  
 
Little Marco Rubio (R-FL,) offers an excellent example of how ambitious 
but unprincipled "Republicans" seem endlessly willing to do the dirty 
work of our mortal enemies on the left. He has re-introduced a Bill in the 
U.S. Senate to prevent "suspected terrorists" from purchasing firearms. 
It sounds good on its face but, as always, the devil's in the details. 
 
Rubio's Senate Bill is titled the Terror Intelligence Improvement Act of 
2021, which Little Marco claims would grant greater discretion to law 
enforcement to prevent the sale of firearms to those who are "the 
subject of a federal terrorism investigation." Apparently, Little Marco is 
blind to the fact that every Trump supporter in the land is considered to 
be a potential "domestic terrorist" by federal law enforcement, thanks to 
the New Comunist Party of the United States of America (NCPUSA,) 
mistakenly referred to as the "Democrat" Party. 
 
The corrupt and evil NCPUSA that stole the 2020 Presidential Election 
considers every Trump supporter, every conservative and every white 
nationalist in the land to be a potential domestic terrorist and deserving 
of investigation. If enacted, Little Marco's Senate Bill would render 
anyone to the right of the Lincoln Project ineligible to purchase a firearm, 
which has been the goal of every communist in this country since the 
Bolshevik Revolution. 
 
The Bill also specifies that federal terrorism investigations would be 
consolidated under the FBI, thus strengthening the FBI's authority and 
discretion. That's the same FBI whose ENTIRE LEADERSHIP perjured 
itself  in front of four FISA Courts to obtain warrants to spy on Donald 
Trump before and after Trump's election. It's also the same FBI that 
refused to take even a glance at the massive voter fraud committed by 
the NCPUSA during the November, 2020 Presidential Election.    



Little Marco's Bill fits the gun-banning strategy of the NCPUSA so 
perfectly, none other than Senator Shmuck Schumer (D-Stalingrad) 
gleefully endorsed it with this statement: "Every senator is now going to 
have to say whether they’re FOR terrorists getting guns or AGAINST 
terrorists getting guns.”  
 
Since Jewish agents of disinformation can successfully mischaracterize 
Little Marco's Bill with such a fraudulent dichotomy, most Republicans 
will wet themselves, then throw up their hands and run for the tall grass 
like they've always done on tough votes.  
 
That's why Little Marco's Senate Bill is a gift to the communists and other 
NCPUSA scum, who know they must disarm us before subjugating us. 
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